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The kinetic model of a one-dimensional force-free current sheet (CS) developed recently by

Harrison and Neukirch [Phys. Rev. Lett. 102(13), 135003 (2009)] predicts uniform distributions of

the plasma temperature and density across the CS. However, in realistic physical systems, inhomo-

geneities of these plasma parameters may arise quite naturally due to the boundary conditions or

local plasma heating. Moreover, as the CS spatial scale becomes larger than the characteristic ki-

netic scales (the regime often referred to as the MHD limit), it should be possible to set arbitrary

density and temperature profiles. Thus, an advanced model has to allow for inhomogeneities of the

macroscopic plasma parameters across the CS, to be consistent with the MHD limit. In this paper,

we generalise the kinetic model of a force-free current sheet, taking into account the inhomogeneity

of the density and temperature across the CS. In the developed model, the density may either be

enhanced or depleted in the CS central region. The temperature profile is prescribed by the density

profile, keeping the plasma pressure uniform across the CS. All macroscopic parameters, as well as

the distribution functions for the protons and electrons, are determined analytically. Applications of

the developed model to current sheets observed in space plasmas are discussed. VC 2015
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4935488]

I. INTRODUCTION

Current sheets (CSs) play a central role in the initiation

of active phenomena in space, astrophysical, and laboratory

plasmas.39,49 In particular, CSs are believed to appear in the

solar atmosphere,35,37 solar wind,20 planetary magneto-

spheres,25,36 and in pulsar winds.6 Magnetic reconnection

occurring within CSs results in the transformation of the

magnetic field energy into the kinetic energy of the plasma

and accelerated non-thermal charged particles, and hence the

kinetic bulk energy.45,53 In addition, CSs act as effective

waveguides for MHD waves16,17,29,43 that could be responsi-

ble for solar coronal heating.13 In turn, remote observations

of the MHD waves guided by solar coronal CSs allow for

diagnostics of properties of these CSs.14,26,30,32

The study of CS instabilities and properties of guided

MHD waves requires the development of equilibrium CS

models. Since space and astrophysical plasmas are often

considered to be collisionless, the development of the CS

models should be based on the set of Vlasov–Maxwell

equations. More specifically, the widely used Harris

model22 presents a 1D kinetic CS with the magnetic field

B ¼ B0 tanhðz=LÞex (where B0 is the magnetic field strength,

and L is the CS thickness). In the Harris model, the varia-

tion of the magnetic pressure across the CS is compensated

by the plasma pressure gradient. However, observations in

the near Earth space have evidently required development

of generalised Harris models that would take into account

several plasma populations,51,54 power-law energy distribu-

tion functions of charged particles,18 a non-zero guiding

magnetic field By(z),34,38 and a possible bifurcation (or

splitting) of the current density profile.9,19,50 These models

have also been generalised for relativistic plasmas typical

for pulsar winds.5,28 CSs formed in planetary magnetotails

often include a finite Bz component (directed across the cur-

rent sheet plane, i.e., the magnetic reversal geometry) due

to the planetary dipolar magnetic field. In 1D models

including a finite Bz (see Refs. 41, 42, and 55), the tangen-

tial magnetic field stresses (along the x and y axes) are bal-

anced by the non-diagonal elements of the pressure tensor.

In contrast, in 2D generalisations of the Harris model, these

stresses are balanced by the gradients of the isotropic gas

pressure tensor.7,10,11,27,47,52

Force-free CSs constitute an important class of magne-

toplasma structures formed particularly in low-b plasmas.

Moreover, force-free CSs are the states of minimum energy

for a closed magnetoplasma system with a fixed helicity.8 In

force-free CSs, the current density is predominantly field-

aligned. Force-free CSs are thought to be typical for pulsar

wind plasmas21,31 and may also be formed in the solar co-

rona.37 In addition, force-free CSs are quite typical for the

Jupiter magentotail4 and sometimes are observed in the

Earth’s magnetotail.3,46 Similar force-free CSs are formed in

laboratory plasmas.15

The first kinetic model of a 1D force-free CS with the

magnetic field B ¼ B0tanhðz=LÞex þ B0cosh�1ðz=LÞey was

recently developed (see Refs. 23 and 33). In that model, the

plasma pressure and the magnetic pressure ðB2
x þ B2

yÞ=8p are

uniform across CS. In contrast to the models described

above, in this case, the force balance is provided by the non-

zero value of the shear magnetic field By instead of the

plasma pressure gradient. Subsequently, this model has been

generalised for non-Maxwellian distribution functions of

charged particles48 and relativistic plasmas.44 Kinetic models

of a force-free CS with a periodic transverse structure have

also recently been developed.1 Similar to the Harris model,
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in Ref. 23, the CS thickness depends on the parameters of

charged particles distribution functions and may be larger

than the characteristic kinetic scales.

The class of force-free models suggested in Refs. 23

and 33 has one significant drawback. In these models, the

plasma temperature and density distributions are uniform

across the CS. However, in the case, when the CS spatial scale

is much larger than the characteristic ion gyroradius (one can

refer to this regime as an MHD limit, although the plasma can

be collisionless), it should be possible to set arbitrary tempera-

ture and density profiles across the CS, keeping the uniform

pressure to ensure the total pressure balance in the transverse

direction. In a realistic physical system (e.g., in the solar

atmosphere), the density and temperature distributions across

the CS are prescribed by the boundary conditions at some sur-

face (crossed by all field lines) and local heating mechanisms

(e.g., the Ohmic heating that is localised in the region of the

strongest electric current density). Thus, physical reasoning

suggests that models developed in Refs. 23 and 33 set highly

restrictive conditions on the density and temperature distribu-

tions. In the present paper, we generalise that model, incorpo-

rating inhomogeneous distributions of the plasma temperature

and density in the direction across the CS.

II. ANALYSIS

It was shown (see, e.g., Refs. 24, 39, and 40) that for 1D

CSs with the magnetic field B¼Bx(z) ex þ By(z) ey where the

z-axis is directed across the CS, the set of Vlasov–Maxwell

equations can be reduced to Ampere’s law in the following

form:

d2Ax

dz2
¼ �4p

@ Pzz

@ Ax
; (1)

d2Ay

dz2
¼ �4p

@ Pzz

@ Ay
; (2)

where Ax and Ay are the components of the magnetic field vec-

tor potential (Bx¼�dAy/dz and By ¼ dAx/dz), and Pzz is the zz-
component of the plasma pressure tensor. The latter is given by

PzzðAx;Ay;/Þ ¼
X
s¼i;e

ð
msv

2
z fsðv; rÞd3v; (3)

where the indices s¼ i, e are used for the plasma species des-

ignation (we consider an electron-ion plasma), / is the scalar

potential corresponding to the electric field Ez ¼ �d/=dz
arising due to the electron–ion decoupling, ms denotes the

particle masses, and fs(v, r) are the particles’ distribution

functions that satisfy the Vlasov equation.

The Vlasov equation can be solved by choosing the dis-

tribution function as an arbitrary function of the particles’

integrals of motion. In the chosen 1D configuration, there

are three integrals of motion: the total energy Hs ¼ msv
2=2

þqs/ and two generalised momenta pxs¼msvx þ qsAx and

pys¼msvy þ qsAy (qs is a particle charge, qi¼�qe� e), so

that the Vlasov equation is solved by assuming fs(v, r)

¼ fs(Hs, pxs, pys). We consider CSs with the transverse scale

exceeding the Debye length so that the plasma is assumed to

be quasi-neutral. The quasi-neutrality condition can be writ-

ten as @Pzz=@/ ¼ 0 (see Refs. 39 and 40). This condition

allows one to determine the distribution of the electrostatic

potential / ¼ /ðAx;AyÞ.
The standard procedure for developing a kinetic CS

model consists of the choice of the particles’ distribution

functions and the analysis of Eqs. (1) and (2). An alternative,

inverse approach is to set a priori a magnetic field configura-

tion and determine the corresponding distribution func-

tions.12 The latter approach was chosen in Ref. 23 to develop

the model of a 1D force-free CS with homogenous transverse

profiles for density and temperature. We note that in the

inverse approach12 the distribution functions are not deter-

mined uniquely. In the present paper, we generalise the

force-free CS model, including transverse inhomogeneities

of the plasma parameters, by an appropriate choice of the

particle distribution functions.

The magnetic field of a force-free Harris sheet has the

following non-zero components:

Bx ¼ B0tanhðz=LÞ; (4)

By ¼ B0cosh�1ðz=LÞ; (5)

where the constants B0 and L are the magnetic field ampli-

tude and the CS characteristic scale length, respectively.

The current densities corresponding to this magnetic field

are jx ¼ cB0=ð4pLÞtanhðz=LÞ=coshðz=LÞ and jy ¼ cB0=ð4pLÞ
cosh�2ðz=LÞ. The magnetic field components Bx(z), By(z) and

the corresponding current densities are shown in Fig. 1. The

vector potential corresponding to the force-free CS given by

(4) and (5) has two components

Ax ¼ 2B0L arctanðexp ðz=LÞÞ; (6)

Ay ¼ �B0L lnðcoshðz=LÞÞ: (7)

According to Harrison and Neukirch,23 Eqs. (1) and (2)

have the following solution Pzz(Ax, Ay) in the class of addi-

tive functions, i.e., Pzz(Ax, Ay)¼P1(Ax)þP2(Ay):

Pzz ¼
B2

0

8p
1

2
cos

2Ax

B0L

� �
þ exp

2Ay

B0L

� �" #
þ P0; (8)

where P0 is a uniform pressure of the background plasma.

Harrison and Neukirch23 found a distribution function

f hn
s ðHs; pxs; pysÞ that allows one to obtain Pzz in form (8)

directly from expression (3)

f hn
s ¼ n0s

msbs

2p

� �3=2

e�bsHs ½exp bsuyspys

� �
þas cos bsuxspxsð Þ þ bs�; (9)

where uxs, uys, as, bs, and bs are some positive constants. The

first term in the distribution function f hn
s has the same form

as in the Harris model22 and corresponds to the population

responsible for the current density jy. The second term

describes the particle population carrying the current jx
and generating the magnetic field component By given by

Eq. (5). The last term corresponds to the background plasma

which does not contribute to the current. However, the
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choice of the distribution function of form (9) results in uni-

form density and temperature profiles across the CS.1,23

These conditions put strong restrictions on the solution from

a physical point of view. In fact, it would be natural to expect

that the plasma temperature and density are non-uniform

across the CS, as the plasma may be hotter in the vicinity of

regions of higher electric current due to heating, e.g., Ohmic

heating or current-driven micro-turbulence. The need for a

non-uniform distribution of the plasma temperature and den-

sity can also be connected with boundary conditions.

In order to obtain the equilibrium state of the force-

free CS with inhomogeneous density and temperature

profiles, the distribution function f hn
s must be adjusted

accordingly. Such a modification of f hn
s can be achieved by

introducing different temperatures for the two current-

carrying populations. Namely, the parameter bs in expres-

sion (9) characterises the temperature of both particle

populations. Now, we introduce a more general distribu-

tion function assuming that the second current-carrying

population is characterised by a temperature different by a

positive factor of c. The new distribution function fs can be

written in the following form:

fs ¼ n0s
msbs

2p

� �3=2

½e�bsHs exp bsuyspys

� �
þ asc

3=2e�cbsHs cos cbsuxspxsð Þ þ bsc
3=2e�cbsHs �: (10)

The function fs reduces to the function f hn
s (see Eq. (9)) for

c¼ 1. Similar to the distribution function given by expres-

sion (9), the first term in fs is identical to the Harris model,22

whereas the second term corresponds to the second current-

carrying population with a different temperature. Basically,

the distribution function of the background plasma can be

chosen arbitrarily, with only the positiveness of fs required to

be satisfied. We have assumed that the temperatures of the

second current-carrying and background populations are the

same. In this case, the condition bs> as ensures the positive-

ness of the function fs over the entire phase space (v, r).

Substitution of distribution function (10) into Eq. (3)

allows one to calculate a new pressure function Pzz

PzzðAx;Ay;/Þ ¼
X
s¼i;e

b�1
s n0sGsðAx;Ay;/Þ; (11)

where

Gs ¼ e�bsqs/ expðbsqsuysAyÞ expðbsmsu
2
ys=2Þ

þ asc
�1e�cbsqs/ exp ð�bsmscu2

xs=2Þ cosðcbsuxsqsAxÞ
þ bsc

�1e�cbsqs/:

The total electric charge density r can be determined as

a function of Ax and Ay by taking the derivative of the pres-

sure Pzz given by Eq. (11), with respect to the electric poten-

tial / (see Ref. 39)

r ¼ � @ Pzz

@ /
¼
X
s¼i;e

qsn0sNs Ax;Ay;/
� �

; (12)

where n0sNs is the number density of the species s, and Ns is

determined as

Ns ¼ e�bsqs/ expðbsqsuysAyÞ expðbsmsu
2
ys=2Þ

þ ase
�cbsqs/ exp ð�bsmscu2

xs=2Þ cosðcbsuxsqsAxÞ
þ bse

�cbsqs/:

Applying the quasi-neutrality condition r¼ 0, satisfied

by NiðAx;Ay;/Þ ¼ NeðAx;Ay;/Þ, allows one to determine

the transverse profile of the scalar potential /. In the case,

when / does not vanish, our initial assumption that

Pzz(Ax, Ay) is an additive function (Pzz¼P1(Ax)þP2(Ay))

cannot be satisfied. We focus on a particular class of mod-

els satisfying the exact neutrality condition, i.e., / ¼ 0,

imposing the following relations between the microscopic

parameters of the ion and electron distribution functions:

n0e expðbemeu2
ye=2Þ ¼ n0i expðbimiu

2
yi=2Þ � n0;

aen0e exp ð�bemecu2
xeÞ ¼ ain0i exp ð�bimicu2

xiÞ � a;

be expð�bemeu2
ye=2Þ ¼ bi expð�bimiu

2
yi=2Þ � b;

�beuxe ¼ biuxi;

�beuye ¼ biuyi:

FIG. 1. Components of the magnetic field in a force-free Harris current

sheet, given by Eqs. (4) and (5) (top panel), and the corresponding current

densities (bottom panel). Both components of the magnetic field are normal-

ised to the field amplitude B0. Current components are normalised to their

amplitude cB0/(4pL).
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If one of these conditions is violated, the electrostatic field

appears, and our approach becomes inapplicable. Taking

these relations into account, we find that the pressure Pzz of

the neutral plasma can be re-written in the following form:

Pzz ¼ ðb�1
e þ b�1

i Þn0½expð�ebeuyeAyÞ
þ ac�1 cosðcebeuxeAxÞ þ bc�1�: (13)

Direct comparison of (13) with (8) allows one to establish

the following relations between the microscopic and macro-

scopic parameters:

B2
0 ¼ 8pn0ðb�1

e þ b�1
i Þ;

a ¼ c=2;

b ¼ 8cpP0=B2
0;

L ¼ ð2pn0e2u2
yeb

2
eðb�1

i þ b�1
e ÞÞ

�1=2;

uys ¼ cuxs:

In Eq. (12), the plasma density n¼ n0iNi¼ n0eNe is

determined as

n ¼ n0f expðebiuyiAyÞ þ a cosðcebiuxiAxÞ þ bg:

Using the explicit dependencies Ax,y(z), given by Eqs. (6)

and (7), we obtain the explicit expression for the plasma

density n(z)

n zð Þ ¼ n0

c
2
þ b

� �
þ n0 1� cð Þcosh�2 z=Lð Þ: (14)

We note that the plasma density can also be written as

n¼ n1þ n2, where n1 ¼ n0 cosh�2ðz=LÞ is the density of

the first current carrying population, while n2 ¼ n0b
þn0cð1=2� cosh�2ðz=LÞÞ is the combined density of the

second current-carrying population and background popu-

lation. The density of the first population peaks in the cen-

tral region of the CS, while the total density of other

populations has a minimum there. We recall that these sep-

arate populations still correspond to the same plasma spe-

cies. Substitution of (6) and (7) into (13) allows one to

calculate the explicit value of the pressure Pzz, which is

uniform according to the force-free condition

Pzz ¼ n0c
�1 b�1

e þ b�1
i

� � c
2
þ b

� �
: (15)

Eq. (15) together with (14) gives us the variation of the

plasma temperature T¼Pzz/n(z) across the CS

T zð Þ ¼
c�1 b�1

i þ b�1
e

� �
cosh2 z=Lð Þ

2 1� cð Þ= cþ 2bð Þ þ cosh2 z=Lð Þ
: (16)

We can clearly see that the plasma temperature and den-

sity profiles are uniform (n¼ n0(1/2þ b) and T ¼ b�1
i þ b�1

e )

only in the case c¼ 1, in accord with the original Harrison

and Neukirch23 model. In the case, when the temperatures

of the current-carrying populations are different, i.e., c 6¼ 1,

the plasma temperature and density profiles become

non-uniform. We note that c> 1 (c< 1) describes a CS with

the first current-carrying population hotter (colder) than the

second population. The density and temperature profiles nor-

malised to their values at the CS boundary n0(c/2þ b) and

c�1ðb�1
e þ b�1

i Þ, respectively, are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.

To keep the distribution function given by Eq. (10) positive,

the density of the background population should be set appro-

priately. The condition b> a¼ c/2 ensures that the distribu-

tion function is positive over the entire phase space (v, r).

In Fig. 2, the parameter b is fixed (b¼ 10) and the den-

sity and temperature profiles are illustrated for various values

of the parameter c (c< 2b). For c> 1, the temperature peaks

at the CS central region, while the density is depleted so that

the plasma pressure Pzz is uniform (as it should be for a

force-free CS). Larger values of the parameter c result in a

stronger plasma density depletion in the CS central region.

We note that in the limiting case c� 1 and b� c/2 (not

illustrated in Fig. 2, where the parameter b is fixed), the

plasma density in the central region of the CS asymptotically

tends to a small value. The temperature peak in the CS

FIG. 2. Density and temperature profiles across a current sheet, determined

by Eqs. (14) and (16), plotted for b¼ 10 and c¼ 0.1 (red lines), c¼ 0.6

(orange lines), c¼ 1 (grey lines), c¼ 3 (green lines), c¼ 5 (blue lines),

and c¼ 10 (purple lines). The plasma density profile is normalised to

n0(c/2þ b); the temperature profile is normalised to (biþbe)/cbibe.
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central region forms due to the first current-carrying popula-

tion which is hotter than the second population (in the case

c> 1) and localised near the CS central region (as

n1 ¼ n0cosh�2ðz=LÞ). The density of the second, colder,

current-carrying population increases toward the CS bound-

ary resulting in the plasma temperature decrease.

For c< 1, the first current-carrying population is colder

than the second population. In contrast to the previous case,

Fig. 2 shows that the plasma temperature has a minimum in

the CS central region, while the plasma density peaks

therein. The density peak is larger for smaller values of c. In

the limiting case c � 0, the density variation across the CS

is less than 10% of the plasma density at the CS boundary.

Eq. (14) shows that for c � 0 the plasma density in dimen-

sionless units is nðzÞ ¼ 1þ b�1cosh�2ðz=LÞ, so that the 10%

density variation corresponds to b¼ 10, i.e., to the assumed

density of the background population.

In Fig. 3, we fix the temperature ratio to a small value,

c¼ 0.1, implying the second current-carrying population to

be ten times hotter than the first one. We vary the density of

the background population b, satisfying the condition b> c/2

to ensure the positiveness of the distribution functions.

Smaller values of the background population density are

found to result in a larger variation of the plasma density

across the CS. In particular, for b¼ 0.1, the plasma density

(temperature) in the CS central region is ten times larger

(smaller) than at the CS boundary. In the limit b� 1, the

plasma density and temperature become approximately uni-

form across CS.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have generalised the models developed in Refs. 23

and 33 taking into account the density and temperature varia-

tions across the CS that can arise in realistic natural and labo-

ratory plasma systems either due to the boundary conditions

or Ohmic heating in the region of the enhanced current den-

sity localisation. The latter process should be slow enough to

consider the developed models as quasi-stationary. One of

the motivations for our work was a shortcoming of the model

developed by Harrison and Neukirch,23 which only provides

uniform density and temperature profiles and does not inform

whether the inhomogeneous profiles of the plasma parameters

consistent with MHD solutions are possible. In fact, it is clear

that as the CS thickness becomes larger than characteristic

kinetic scales, it should be possible to set arbitrary density

and temperature profiles across the CS, while maintaining a

constant plasma pressure. The kinetic models designed here

show that the density and temperature profiles can actually be

set arbitrarily not only in the MHD limit, i.e., in the case

when the CS thickness is much larger than kinetic scales, but

also in the kinetic regime.

In the developed models, the density and temperature

may either increase or decrease in the CS central region.

Such configurations can be found in a number of astrophysi-

cal and space plasma systems, in particular, in solar coronal

streamers and in macroscopic CSs over the reconnection

sites in solar flares. The force-free CS models with the

plasma density peaked in the CS central region, developed

here, represent effective waveguides for MHD waves.

Specifically, regions of decreased Alfv�en speed are fast mag-

netoacoustic waveguides. Currently, coronal MHD seismol-

ogy studies assume that CSs are described by the Harris

model,26,30,43 where the plasma b is infinite in the CS central

region (where the magnetic field vanishes) and drops to

some small values at the CS boundary. In the developed

force-free models, the plasma b is always constant across CS

and is given by b ¼ 8pPzz=B2
0 ¼ 1=2þ b=c (according to

Eq. (15) and using the relation B2
0 ¼ 8pn0ðb�1

i þ b�1
e Þ).

Taking into account that b> c/2 to ensure the positiveness

of the particle distribution functions, we find that in the

developed force-free CSs the parameter b> 1. Thus, the

properties of MHD waves in such a CS should be different

from those in the Harris model.26,30 The properties of MHD

waves in such a force-free configuration are worth consider-

ing and may be used for MHD seismology purposes.14,32

Additionally, kinetic models of the developed force-free CSs

generalised for relativistic plasmas44 could be useful for

modelling CS instabilities in pulsar winds.21

FIG. 3. Density and temperature profiles across a current sheet, determined

by Eqs. (14) and (16), plotted for c¼ 0.1 and for various values of the back-

ground plasma density: b¼ 0.1 (red lines), b¼ 0.2 (orange lines), b¼ 0.5

(green lines), b¼ 1 (blue lines), and b¼ 10 (purple lines). The limit b� 1 is

shown by the horizontal grey lines. The plasma density profile is normalised

to n0(c/2þ b); the temperature profile is normalised to (biþbe)/cbibe.
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Recently, there have been reports of in situ observations

of force-free CSs in the magnetotails of Jupiter4 and the

Earth.3,46 Similar force-free CSs are studied in detail in labo-

ratory plasmas.15 The principal feature of these force-free

CSs is the presence of a finite magnetic field component Bz.

Models have been developed for almost force-free CSs

including an asymptotically small2 and finite46 Bz compo-

nent. It has been shown both theoretically46 and observatio-

nally4,46 that the plasma density is uniform in these CSs. In

force-free CSs with a finite Bz, the density and temperature

profiles cannot be set arbitrarily even in the MHD limit,

since the field lines are curved and cross the entire CS. In

contrast, the magnetic field lines are straight for the models

developed in the present paper (i.e., each field line is “tied”

to a particular z coordinate). The plasma parameters can

therefore be set arbitrarily for each field line satisfying the

condition of total pressure balance. Thus, the force-free CS

models developed in the present paper can be applied only to

situations without a regular Bz component.
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